apologies to all our
vegetarian readers

The Morning After

T he
H un g ove r
Ga mes
You’re more tired, more grumpy, more hungry
than your colleagues. Why? Because you’re competing
to win the biggest office hangover, of course
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The Morning After

t’s the morning
after the office
Christmas party
and you’ve already
had a Big Mac,
one large latte, a Lucozade and
two paracetamols. You fell into
bed at 1am, but got up 10 times
during the night to use the loo
and your alarm went off at 6.30am
so technically you haven’t slept at
all. Plus, you lost your phone in
the taxi home so it should be
clear to everyone that you are,
without doubt, the most hungover
in the office. No one can compete
with that, surely? Well, not until
Mel drags herself in; she only got
home at 3am after an ill-advised
detour to Ken’s Clucky Fried
Chicken. She fell out of bed at
5am, dislocated her shoulder and
has spent the last three hours in
A&E, so now is also jacked up
on co-codamol. And she’s still
laughing about it. Now, that is
a hangover worth bragging about.
’Tis the season for competitive
hangovers – drinking war stories
that will stun, disgust or amaze
your similarly bedraggled
cohorts. According to research
commissioned by Lastminute.
com, around a quarter of
employees work for fewer than
four hours the day after their
festive office party, with a fifth
ringing in sick or arriving late.
Colleagues brandish their bacon
rolls like medals of honour as
they stagger in, the more rashers
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you can kEEP your
chia sEEds Thanks

the better the tale to come. Our
hangovers, and their level of
severity, are a mark of who had
the most fun, who is the most
willing to push themselves to the
limits, and who can negotiate the
office zoo the next day without
scratching at the windows or
hiding under their desk.

pa C k m e n ta L i t y
The competitive hangover
flourishes at work because of the
hierarchical group dynamic. You
spend most days trying to
impress your boss and now, not
only can you blow them away
with your thigh-slappingly

hilarious story of headachy woe,
but you can point and laugh at
them without fear of receiving
your marching orders. “In groups,
we tend to take our cue from
a leader figure so if your boss is
sharing stories, this will
encourage everyone else,”
explains counselling psychologist
Dr Ellie Milby. “We all want to
impress our superiors so this
means the tales may become
bigger, bolder and more
exaggerated. People will try to
score points and impress as they
try to get the boss on-side. It’s
one of the few times the power
dynamic is removed and there’s

an all-in-it-together atmosphere.”
Appearing as battle weary
as your boss not only gives you
something in common, but also
identifies you as a survivor.
“Stories about shared events
foster a social bond and this
is especially important at work
where you mainly connect with
people professionally,” Dr Milby
says. “There’s an evolutionary
edge to competitive tale-telling.
It’s not quite survival of the fittest,
but it’s about showing to others
what you can cope with.”
Professor of Behavioural
Science at LSE Paul Dolan agrees:
“Getting wasted and then
managing to show up at work
shows you can deal with it: ‘I can
ruin myself and still function’. It’s
a signal of your effectiveness
within the group.”
But crucially, you do actually
have to turn up. While there is an
element of mystery to absent
staff (“She wasn’t that bad when
I left her, but she did mutter the
words ‘karaoke’ and ‘Jimmy
Somerville’ in the same
sentence”), those poor few will be
missing out on a hilarious eight
hours of unintelligible sentences,
lazy strolls to the corner shop,
continuous tea rounds, panics
over blurry phone photographs,
moans of “never again”, zero
productivity and some shifty naps
in the toilet.
This is an hour-by-hour
competition of who is the

Where to get the best bacon sandWich
Prepare an orderly queue, hangover survivors

Banana and Bacon? don’T
Look LikE ThaT, jusT Try iT

L a n ta n a
London W1T;
lantanacafe.co.uk
A maple French toast, bacon,
banana and pecan sandwich
(£10) may sound a bit exotic,
but trust us – it’s amazing.

oLd sPoT Bacon:
sPoT on

S t. J o h n B r e a d
and Wine
London E1;
stjohngroup.uk.com
The Old Spot Bacon Sandwich
(£6.30) is a classic: rich,
smoky bacon on buttery bread.

gorriLLa: hoME of ThE
aLL-day Bacon BuTTy

GoriLLa
Manchester, M1;
thisisgorilla.com
Breakfast is served until 4pm,
so a bacon butty (£4.50) will
be waiting for you whenever
you drag yourself out of bed.

sMoky Bacon
sandWich, noT crisPs

the Lord CLifden
Birmingham, B18;
thelordclifden.com
Browse urban art or play ping
pong (hangover permitting)
while waiting for your smoked
bacon sandwich (£3.50).
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most ill, most tired, most
intelligible and most stoic.
If you make it to 6pm without
crumbling and without a HR
disciplinary, you’ll be crowned
victor. And the disciplinary threat
is a real one. One in 10 office
Christmas parties end in either
a slapped wrist or a P60-inspired
walk of shame.

HAPPINESS By DESIGN: FINDING PLEASURE AND PURPOSE IN EvERyDAy
LIFE By PAUL DOLAN (£ 20, ALLEN LANE) IS OUT NOW

e a s i n g t h e pa i n
Hangover one-upmanship isn’t
just about bragger’s rights, it’s
also a way of relieving anxiety.
While you’re determined to have
the best story, no-one wants to be
the story – the person who woke
up on the CEO’s sofa cuddling his
Saint Bernard (not a euphemism).
The fear that you unforgivably
disgraced yourself lessens as you
hear everyone else’s horror
stories. “Sharing an experience
– particularly a bad one, like a
terrible hangover – helps us cope
with them,” Professor Dolan
reveals. “Sharing stories
can alleviate anxiety as
it helps you process
what happened and
encourages similar
intimate interaction.
Talking out loud about
something makes you
feel better.”
There’s also the added
incentive of having a laugh.
Guffawing is proven to make you
feel better both mentally and
physically. Researchers at Oxford
University split a group into two:
one was made to watch 15
minutes of so-called ‘boring’
programmes, like golf
tournaments (seriously) while the
other watched 15 minutes of
comedy shows. Researchers
found those who had recently
belly-laughed were able to
withstand 10% more pain than
they had before watching the
programmes, while the other
group were less able to withstand
pain. Laughing caused the body to
release endorphins that act as
natural painkillers. This means you
really do feel better after chuckling
over hangover war stories.
There’s also the cultural aspect
to consider. Rightly or wrongly,
there’s no denying that the
citizens of Britain like a drink (or
three). Come December, when
Noddy Holder takes over the

“I wa s s lo w-c l a p p e d
Into the offIce”
We asked, and you shame-facedly delivered. Here
are your worst office hangover confessions

Working from home
Elizabeth Clarke, 25, Liverpool
“I pretended someone was coming to fix the boiler
so I could work from home when in reality I was so
hungover I couldn’t leave the house. I didn’t get
dressed, I just worked in my underwear. Then my boss
said we needed to Skype so I put on a nice shirt and
spoke to her for half an hour. In a top and g-string.”

D e s t i n at i o n u n k n o w n
Stephanie Forrest, 33, London
“I had to get off the Tube every other stop on my way to
work to sit down, put my head between my legs and take
deep breaths. When I got to Waterloo, a member of staff
approached me and asked me if I needed an ambulance.
Obviously my make-up hadn’t concealed my green skin.”

T h e l aT e a r r i va l
Chloe Branston, 34, Sheffield
“I thought I could sneak in half-an-hour late after an
almighty work party saw me wake up in a colleague’s
bed – a colleague who’d got himself into work on
time, but hadn’t thought to wake me up, I might add.
As I entered the open plan office, everyone stood up
and slow-clapped me to my desk. There were a few
whoops and cheers too. So much for sneaking in.”

a fa b h a n g o v e r
Clare Melbourne, 32, Cornwall
“I felt so rotten I told my boss I had a tummy bug
and went to lie on the floor of one of the office toilet
cubicles. Half an hour later I pulled an eye open just wide
enough to see one of my friends waving a Fab ice lolly
under the door in the hope it would help. It didn’t.”

a meeTing of minds
Jo Mortimer, 30, London
“The only rule where I used to work was: if you’re
hungover you have to come in. So even though I could
barely move, I got a cab in (I couldn’t manage a train)
and threw up en-route. When I arrived, I passed out on
the sofa in a meeting room. I woke up four hours later
with a client sitting beside me having a meeting.”

airwaves and you can’t walk down
the street without being accosted
by a dancing Santa, everyone is
given a free pass to merry-make,
as much as they want or can.
Bad behaviour is expected and
condoned with hangovers and the
stories behind them considered
part and parcel of a good
Christmas shindig.
“Alcohol is part of the fabric
of our society – it’s a social glue
that lubricates our interactions,”
Professor Dolan says. “That’s
why we enjoy sharing our
experiences of drinking
– because it’s so
acceptable.”
It’s important to note
that there is a crucial
difference between
hangover one-upmanship
and bragging. This
difference is the reason the
outlandish stories we tell, in
which we managed to drag
ourselves to work from the jaws
of certain death, are considered
much more acceptable than
standing on a chair and shouting,
“I am the hangover queen!” with
bacon juice dripping down your
chin. A study by the University of
Haifa assessed four stories told
in different ways by the same
person. It discovered that context
is everything – people don’t mind
bragging if the bragger is asked
about their experience, however
if they demand an audience
listeners will be far less
sympathetic. Competitive
hangovers are a group event;
everyone can contribute so people
are willing to be impressed. Also,
good storytelling has its roots
in embellishment and authenticity,
and tales delivered the morning
after the night before are perfect
candidates for a touch of
ornamentation. By proving certain
aspects of your spiel with photos,
a snapped high heel or a blue-andblack knee from falling off the
night bus, your exaggerations
become more believable and
your story more fun to listen to.
So cheers! Let the competitive
hangovers commence. They’re
bonding, anxiety-relieving and
fun to both tell and hear,
although we’ve already won,
by the way – you wouldn’t
believe what happened to
us last night…
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the biology of a hangover
What happens to our bodies when we’re hungover is still the subject of much medical debate as everyone responds differently.
Surgical research fellow Dr Kali Potiszil explains the most common symptoms and their likely causes

Liver
about 90-98% of alcohol
is broken down in the liver
(the other 2-10% is lost in
urine, breathed out
through your lungs or
excreted in sweat) by
enzymes, which turn it
into acetaldehyde, then
acetate. it eventually
leaves the body as carbon
dioxide and water.

Heart
a racing heart is likely to be
caused by acetaldehyde
(made as your body
processes alcohol) and
dehydration, which lowers
blood pressure so your
heartbeat increases.

intestines
diarrhoea is partly caused
by irritation of the
gut-lining and also by
cytokines, chemicals
released by the body
in response to alcohol.
additionally, bucket-loads
of sugary mixers can
also cause diarrhoea.

mood
alcohol can deplete the
release of serotonin, the
‘happy hormone’, leaving
you feeling low, possibly
irritable or anxious.
alcohol-induced anxiety
(aka ‘wine paranoia’)
can be caused by hazy
memories of the night
before (“what did i do?”)
and the physical
repercussions (“how did
i get those bruises?”). it
can also be exacerbated
by your racing heart as
people often associate
this with stress.
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stomacH
alcohol is an irritant
(especially high-percentage
alcohols such as rum),
inflaming the stomach
as well as messing with
natural digestion
processes. this can cause
vomiting and stomach
aches. ibuprofen will just
make this worse.

Legs/feet
any malcoordination is
related to the fact your
brain’s not firing on all
cylinders so cannot
coordinate your limbs
as effectively as normal.

Brain
Your body’s so busy
breaking down the alcohol
it can’t regulate your bloodsugar levels effectively,
leaving your brain running
on empty. alcohol interferes
with neurotransmitters
that keep your brain ticking
over, potentially causing
fuzziness and headaches.
also, don’t underestimate
how poor-quality sleep will
affect mental functioning.
Side note: recreational
drinking doesn’t usually
cause any permanent
damage to the brain,
but of course, prolonged
heavy drinking is
a different story.
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BLadder
alcohol is a diuretic, which
means it makes you wee.
over the course of the
night, depending on how
much you drink and
how many times you go to
the toilet, you can become
dehydrated – a sure sign
is dark-coloured urine.

